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1. Complete the passage given below, choosing the correct options.              

What is the matter with you, Yaqub ? You have not been coming to school (a)………………. a week,
and the Principal keeps asking where you are and what  (b)……………… are up to. I hope you are
not ill. Please (c)………..to me and tell us what it keeping you away from school. You missed (d)
…………………….. football match played (e)…………………………the Mission School last Monday. Do
you know (f)……………………..captain  was  very  angry  (g)  ………………… he found you were not
there ? Salim had to (h)………………..your place. However, in spite of your absence, we won the
match by two goal
(a) (i) from   (ii) For (iii) since (iv) forever
(b) (i) You (ii) Your (iii) yours (iv) is
(c) (i) Tell (ii) Ask (iii) write (iv) request
(d) (i) A (ii) An (iii) some (iv) the
(e) (i) against(ii) At (iii) on (iv) in
(f) (i) Their (ii) Its (iii) the (iv) that
(g) (i) when (ii) whenever(iii) where (iv) what
(h) (i) Keep (ii) Take (iii) took (iv) taken

2. Here are some notes on how our dependence on cars has become dangerous to environment.
Study the given notes and complete the paragraph that follows by filling in the blanks with the most
appropriate options from those given.                                                                     
Dependence on cars — dangerous to environment — emit gases — contribute to air pollution
Serious problem in West — industrialized countries have made mistakes
We can avoid them
How? — rethink transport policy
But  to  introduce  any new transport  policy  — must  completely change our approach to  urban
development.

Our  dependence  on  cars  is  dangerous  to  the  environment  because  they  emit  gases  (a)
………………………to air pollution. This is a serious problem in the West, but we can avoid the
mistakes  (b)………………….the  industrialized  countries.  We  will  have  (c)…………………….our
transport policy. However, the (d)……………any new transport policy will require a complete change
in our approach to urban development.

i. contributed               ii.  contributing                    iii. have contributed            iv.  is contributing 
i.       commit by            ii. committing by                iii. committed by           iv.  are being committed
i. rethink                    ii. to rethink                            iii. for rethinking                 iv.    by rethinking
i.  introduction of            ii.  for introduction                iii.   introducing         iv.  for introducing in


